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Composite structures built up of two or more layers of thin beams connected by an array 
of rivets or weldments have extensive industrial and structural applications because of 
their low vibration, high damping, reduced fatigue and low weight properties. In the 
present investigation dynamic and damping analysis of such structures of various 
configurations, have been made by classical energy and finite element methods. 
                                                         In the first case, a continuous model is represented by 
a partial differential equation with respect to spatial and time coordinates. An analytical 
exact solution for the motion of composite beam with fixed fixed, fixed simply supported 
and simply supported simply supported boundary conditions has been obtained. Natural 
frequencies and normal modes of such structures have been determined by solving the 
frequency equations. Damping characteristics are evaluated by considering energy 
dissipation due to friction at the interfaces. 
                 In the later case, the structure is represented by one dimensional beam 
elements with each element having two nodes, each with two degrees of freedom, i.e. 
transverse displacement and rotation. The equation of motion involving reduced mass and 
stiffness matrices has been derived and solved to determine natural frequencies and mode 
shapes. Energy of dissipation and stored energy has been determined in terms of nodal 
displacements and used to determine damping factor of beams. 
                                         An experimental set up has been developed to measure the 
dynamic and damping characteristics of prepared beam specimens with various 
configurations. There has been close agreement between theoretical and experimental 
results. Effect of geometrical and material parameters of beam, on its dynamic and 
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A : Cross sectional area of beam 
A0 : Cross sectional area of rivet 
A
’
c : Area under rivet head 
d : Diameter of rivet 
{d}: Global displacement matrix 
C1, C2,., C4 : Constants defining spatial function W(x) 
C5, C6 : Constants defining time function of displacement 
[D] : Dynamic matrix 
E : Elasticity modulus 
Ef : Energy of dissipation per cycle 
Eloss : Total energy loss per cycle 
E0 : Energy loss due to beam deformation  
En : Energy stored per cycle 
Fr : Frictional force at the interface 
FrM : Maximum frictional force at the interface 
h1 : Half the thickness of layer 1 
h2 : Half the thickness of layer 2 
I : Moment of inertia of the beam 
[I] : Identity matrix 
KK,  : Flexural stiffness of composite beam and solid beam respectively 
[k
e
i] : Element stiffness matrix of ‘i’
th 
element 
[K0] : Global stiffness matrix 
[K] : Reduced stiffness matrix 
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l : Length of beam finite element 
L : Total length of beam 
m : Mass per unit length of beam 
[mi] : Element mass matrix of ‘i’
th 
element 
[M0] : Global mass matrix 
[M] : Reduced mass matrix 
n : Total number of finite elements 
N : Normal force under each rivet 
Nix : Shape functions associated with ‘i’
th
 degree of freedom 
p : Interfacial pressure 
P : Preload on a rivet 
q : Total number of connecting rivets 
R : Any radius within influencing zone 
Rm : Limiting radius of influence zone 
Rv : Radius of connecting rivet 
[S] : Shape function matrix 
t : Time coordinate 
T(t): Kinetic energy of beam element 
u0(x,t) : Relative dynamic slip at the interfaces without friction 
ur(x,t) : Relative dynamic slip at the interfaces with friction 
urM : Relative dynamic slip at the interfaces at maximum amplitude of vibration 
v(t): Strain energy of beam element 
{w}: Element nodal displacement vector 
w(x,t): Time and space dependent displacement 
{w(t)}: Time dependent element nodal displacement vector 
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wi(t): Time varying i
th
 degree of freedom, (i = 1, 2, 3, 4) 
{
(j)
w (t)}: Nodal displacement vector for element ‘j’ 
{w0(t)} : Reduced time dependent nodal displacement vector 
{W0} : Reduced nodal displacement vector 
V(t) : Time function of displacement 
v(t) : Kinetic energy of beam element 
W(x) : Spatial displacement function 







α’ : Dynamic slip ratio (ur/u0) 
δ : Logarithmic decrement 
δf : Log. decrement due to interface friction 
ζ : Damping factor 
ωn : Natural frequency of vibration 
ρ : Mass density 
σ0 : Initial stress on rivet 
σs : Surface stress on jointed structure 
Superscripts 
e : element 
Operators 
‘ . ’ : d/dt 
‘ ’́ : d/dx 
T : Transpose of matrix 
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1. Introduction to dynamics and damping of jointed 
structures 
1.1 Genesis 
Structures consisting of two or more layers of thin bars and plates connected by an array 
of bolts, rivets, weldments or adhesives have widespread mechanical, civil and aerospace 
applications. The advantages of such structures are their low vibration, high damping, 
low weight, low cost, decreased fatigue and flutter. A typical feature of these jointed 
structures is that the mechanism to improve damping properties can be introduced during 
the process of their design and operation. When subjected to varying and fluctuating load, 
vibration levels are significantly enhanced when frequency of excitation force tallies with 
natural frequency of the body. In these conditions high repeated stresses occur that may 
result in the premature failure of the body. It is imperative, therefore, to have a forehand 
knowledge of natural frequencies and normal modes of such bodies. In actual practice 
these structures are either fixed, free, simply supported or elastically supported at their 
extreme ends. Dynamic analysis of these structures is of great significance, considering 
their wide spread industrial application. 
 
Introduction of these structural elements in mechanical and structural systems improves 
damping level leading to reduction in vibration and noise. Free vibration analysis of these 
structures is of great importance to evaluate their dynamic and damping characteristics. If 
the frequency of impressed or disturbing force matches with natural frequency of the 
system, resonant condition prevails which leads to unwanted large vibrations. Most 
structural failures take place due to this condition. Under free vibration, the amplitude is 
maximum and at the outset and goes on decreasing with time and eventually it becomes 
zero. It is known that the rate of decrease in amplitude is dependent on the amount of 
damping. Soon after the free vibration is started higher modes are damped out leaving the 
system to vibrate mainly at its fundamental mode and damping characteristics can be 
estimated from the decay rate of the amplitudes. 
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In order to improve the damping properties of these structures additional measures are 
necessary to dissipate energy. The solid structures are heavy and possess poor damping. 
Fabrication of these structures in layers connected by means of joints enhances the 
flexibility of the built up structure and has significant contribution to improved damping 
performance. The low material damping of monolithic structures are compensated by use 
of layered structures. The use of mechanical joints also has a great role in improvement 
of damping. The deteriorating effects such as fretting corrosion and loss of static stiffness 
can be overcome by suitable design [1, 2, 3]. The influence of friction joints on the 
reduction of vibration level have been reported in [4-11]. 
Damping due to friction occurs when two surfaces have relative motion between them in 
presence of friction. Relative motion is a function of normal load arising from the 
tightening of the joints holding the connected parts. If the joint is loose, contract surfaces 
experience pure slip. Since no work is required to be done to overcome friction, no 
dissipation of energy takes place. On the contrary, when the joint is very tight, high 
normal loads cause the whole contact interface to stick. This results in no energy 
dissipation because of no relative motion. When normal load lies between these two 
extreme cases i.e. pure slip and no relative motion, energy is dissipated. But between 
these two extreme conditions energy gets dissipated and maximum value of energy 
dissipation takes place within the range. 
It has been reported [4] that the modeling of the joints of layered structures vastly 
improves their damping. However not much work is reported on damping of layered 
structures compared to that on real and solid structures. The reason behind is the complex 
energy dissipation mechanism affected by interface pressure, coefficient of friction and 
relative slip at the interface. Proper evaluation of these influencing parameters is of 
considerable importance in determining damping capacity correctly. Clamping action of 
the joints produces contact pressure between the surfaces which influences the joint 
properties. The profile of interface pressure distribution assumes great significance in this 
context. The pressure is non uniform across the interface. It is maximum at the joint and 
decreases radially outwards. Because of this uneven pressure distribution, a local relative 
motion known as microslip occurs at the interfaces of the connecting members. The 
presence of friction in the connecting points largely influences the damping capacity of 
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the structure. It is known that the joint friction arises only when the contacting layers tend 
to move relatively under the action of transverse vibration and serves as a booster for 
energy dissipation. Coulomb’s law of friction is widely used to represent dry friction at 
the connected surfaces. Work in this respect are presented in [12-17]. It is wanted for all 
structures to possess adequate damping such that their response to the external excitation 
is minimized (32). 
The mechanism by which mechanical joints dissipate energy is microslip. This is shown 
in Figure 1.1 when excitation level is low. When excitation level is increased, both micro 
and macro-slips occur at the jointed interface. Usually the macroslip is ignored as it may 
lead to structural damage. The contribution of microslip is important in spite of its low 
magnitude and is generally considered in design of structural joints. 
 
Figure 1.1  Mechanism of microslip at the jointed interface 
 
The damping due to energy dissipation is quite small in real solid structures. In the 
present investigation an effort has been made to study dynamics and damping analysis of 
rivet-jointed layered structures with various boundary conditions. 
1.2 Motivational aspects 
Bolts, rivets, weldments are generally the elements used to fabricate built up structures. It 
has been established that the welded joints do not contribute appreciably to overall 
damping of the system. Hence they are discarded where damping is necessary. Damping 
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mechanism in case of bolts or rivets are the same, but interface pressure distribution is 
different in each case. Zone of influence and preload in case of bolted joints is different 
from those in case of riveted joints.  Relative dynamic slip at the interface is therefore 
different leading to variation of damping action. In addition, axial load on a bolt can be 
changed by applying the torque as per the clamping necessity while the preload on the 
rivet is constant. 
A number of research work has been reported in respect of bolted structures. Analytical, 
experimental and computational work in respect of bolted joint for fixed free boundary 
conditions has been reported. Study of damping of rivet jointed structures with respect to 
fixed fixed, fixed simply supported and simply supported simply supported boundary 
conditions has been the motivation for the present investigation. 
 
1.3 Problem formulation 
Structural problems are analyzed considering them either linear or non linear. In case of 
linear systems the excitation force and response are linearly related. Over certain 
operating ranges this relation is valid in most cases. Working with the linear models is 
relatively simple from analytical and experimental point of view. Principle of 
superposition holds good in these cases. For beams undergoing small amplitudes of 
vibration, linear beam theory is used to calculate natural frequencies, normal modes and 
response for a given excitation. Referring to Figure 1.2 linear and non linear systems 
agree well at small values of excitation while deviations are observed at higher level of 
excitation. 
 
Figure 1.2 Comparison of Linear and Nonlinear system                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                   
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The linear vibration theory is used when the beam is vibrated at small amplitudes and low 
frequencies. The present study primarily focuses on the analysis of damping of jointed 
beams at lower levels of excitation which is assumed to be linear. 
1.4 Structure Modeling 
The structure is modeled as a beam which is widely used as components of airplane 
wings, gun barrels, robot manipulators, multi-storey buildings, helicopter rotor blades, 
space craft antennae, satellites, long span bridges, naval frame works, and machine tool 
foundations and so on. Study of static and dynamic response of such beams both 
theoretically and experimentally are of great significance. Dynamic analysis of beams is 
carried out using either Euler-Bernoulli beam theory or Timoshenko beam theory. If the 
lateral dimensions of beam are less than one tenth of its length, the effect of shear 
deformation and rotary inertia are neglected for beams vibrating at low frequencies. The 
no transverse shear assumption implies that the rotation of cross section is due to bending 
only and corresponding beam is known as Euler-Bernoulli beam. If the lateral dimensions 
are more than one tenth of length of beam, the effects of shear deformation and rotary 
inertia are considered. Such beams are called Timoshenko beams. The present 
investigation is based on the assumption of Euler Bernoulli beam theory as the beam is 
excited at low frequencies and the dimensions of the test specimens have small lateral 
dimensions compared to length which satisfied thin beam theory. 
 
Analytical modeling of the present problem is based on continuous model approach and 
finite element model approach. A continuous model is formulated using partial 
differential equations involving spatial and time co-ordinates. This is applicable for 
uniform beams and plates with simple geometry, end conditions and material properties. 
Actual engineering structures are not so simple. These are complex in shape, boundary 
conditions and material properties. For such problems approximate methods are used for 
the analysis. Finite element model in such cases is quite suitable. It consists of 
discretization of structure to a number of linear elements. Each element consists of two 
nodes at its ends. Each node has two degrees of freedom, i.e. transverse displacement and 
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rotation. Equations of motion are expressed by a set of coupled ordinary differential 
equations. 
 
Theoretical modeling has to be justified by using experimental techniques. Several 
experimental methods are available to determine natural frequencies and level of 
damping in a structure. Frequency and time domain approach is a widely used method. It 
is based on frequency response and forced vibration. Time domain methods are based on 
the observation of time history of energy dissipation leading to the attenuation of 
amplitude of vibration. This method is applicable to both free and forced vibration 
problems. The logarithmic decrement method is commonly used for determining 
damping in time domain and is mostly applicable for free vibration response of a lightly 
damped linear system having low and medium frequency range. This method is useful for 
both single and multi degree freedom systems. Damping is separately obtained if the 
decay of initial excitation occurs in one mode of vibration for multiple degree of freedom 
systems. The half power bandwidth method is used to determine damping factor of beams 
assigned to harmonic expectations. Most research work has been reported to evaluate 
damping using these methods. 
 
1.5 Outline of the present work 
Dynamics and damping are important aspects of vibrating structures. Evaluation of these 
characteristics by analytical and experimental methods is of considerable significance. 
Usually the structures possess low damping and to improve their damping these are 
fabricated in layers incorporating joints. The introduction of joints causes energy 
dissipation through frictional contacts and shear displacements at the interfaces of the 
structural members which varies with boundary condition of the structure. 
 
The present work is concerned with evaluation of dynamic characteristics of multilayered 
fixed fixed, fixed simply supported and simply supported simply supported beams with 
riveted joints. The primary reason or choosing rivets in place of welding or bolting is that 
these riveted connections are vastly used in trusses, pressure vessels, aircrafts in their 
various forms. The analysis are carried out on the basis of Euler-Bernoullis beam theory 
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since the dimensions of test specimens have been taken corresponding to thin beam 
theory and the beam is vibrated at low and medium frequencies. 
 
The damping characteristics in rivet jointed structures with fixed fixed boundaries are 
significantly influenced by intensity of pressure distribution, relative dynamic slip and 
dynamic coefficient of friction at the interfaces which have to be precisely determined. 
Thickness ratio of the layers of beams also greatly influences these parameters. 
The present work comprises of theoretical analysis and experimental analysis. The 
theoretical analysis consists of two different methods to calculate natural frequencies and 
damping parameters. These are classical method and finite element method. The classical 
method is applied to simple systems and produces an almost exact solution. The finite 
element method is applicable for practical problems with diversity and versatility, 
although results are reasonably accurate. In this method the beam is discretized into 
several elements and matrix equations are developed and solved to determine dynamic 
characteristics. The experimental analysis is carried out by use of frequency response 
curves and bandwidth method. Damping factor and log decrement are determined and 
compared with theoretical results for validity of theoretical analysis. Finally, conclusions 
have been drawn for dynamics and damping of rivet jointed layered beams with different 
boundary configurations. 
 
1.6 Theoretical Assumptions 
Several assumptions have been made in the present study to evaluate dynamic and 
damping characteristics. 
(a) Each layer of the beam undergoes uniform transverse deformation. 
(b) The beam is subjected to small amplitudes of vibration. 
(c) There is no overall microslip at the joint. 
(d) Effect of local mass of the joint area on behavior of beam is ignored. 
(e) Rivet holes in test specimens are completely filled by the rivets 
(f) There are no displacements and rotations at the clamped ends. 
(g) The material of the beam possesses linear characteristics 
(h) Coulomb’s law of friction is used for the analysis. 
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(i) The deflections are considered to be small compared to the thickness of beam. 
(j) The effects of shear deformation and rotary inertia are neglected. 
1.7 Layout of the thesis 
The whole thesis has been divided broadly into seven chapters which have been further 
subdivided into several sub chapters. The salient features of subject matter contained in 
each chapter are described as follows:  
Chapter 1: The present chapter is introduction to study of dynamics and damping of 
jointed beams with various boundary conditions. It describes the significance and 
applications of these structures, motivation for the present work, aim and objective and 
brief outline of the research work. 
 
Chapter 2: This chapter embodies a thorough review of literature related to vibration 
analysis of jointed structures. A good number of earlier research studies by various 
investigators have been reported. This chapter also describes different aspects of 
vibration, types and mechanism of damping and methods for improvement of damping. 
 
Chapter 3: A detailed description of theoretical formulation for determining vibration 
characteristics and damping parameters in jointed beams of different boundary conditions 
are presented in this chapter. Determination of non uniform pressure distribution within 
the influencing zone of each rivet, estimation of normal and frictional forces at the 
interfaces, evaluation of log decrement and damping factor have been reported. 
 
Chapter 4: Finite element method has been formulated to solve the present problem and 
forms the subject matter of this chapter. Discretizations of the jointed beam, derivation of 
element, global and reduced stiffness and mass matrices of the beam have been 
discussed. The steps to determine natural frequencies, mode shapes and damping factors 
using one dimensional linear element have been presented.  
 
Chapter 5: This chapter is concerned with experimental analysis carried out to verify the 
theoretical results obtained by classical and finite element method. Development and 
fabrication of the experimental setup, preparations of the test specimens, instrumentation 
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and circuit diagrams, testing procedures are described. Comparison of analytical and 
experimental results is presented in graphical and tabular forms. 
 
Chapter 6: A comprehensive discussion on the results in respect of dynamics and 
damping of rivet jointed layered beams by analytical and experimental methods have 
been reported in this chapter. 
 
Chapter 7: Conclusion drawn on the basis of discussions over the results is presented in 




















2. Literature Survey 
2.1 Introduction 
Over the years the study of vibration and damping of jointed structures have acquired 
great significance. Extensive research work involving classical and numerical methods 
have been carried out to predict vibration and damping behavior of these structures. 
Experimental techniques have been reported to measure their free and forced vibration 
response and damping performance. In the present chapter, the cause and effects of 
vibration and damping, classification of damping, methods of measurement of damping 
and improved performance related to damping and brief review of work conducted with 
regards to dynamics and damping in these areas have been presented. 
 
2.2 Vibration and damping 
Vibration is concerned with oscillatory motion of dynamic systems consisting of mass 
and parts capable of relative motion. All bodies having mass and elasticity are amenable 
to vibration. The vibratory motion of the system may be objectionable, trivial or 
necessary for performing a task. Unwanted vibrations in a machine may cause loosening 
of parts, its malfunctioning or its eventual failure. On the contrary, vibrating conveyors, 
shakers and vibrators in testing machines require vibration. Many engineering structures 
in general are subjected to undesirable vibrations and failure and damping is provided to 
attenuate vibrations and prevent failure. The ability of the structure to dissipate energy, 
mainly influence the damping properties and is released as heat. 
It is essential to have a forehand knowledge of damping for design and working of a 
system. Damping may be desirable or undesirable and depends on the application. It is 
wanted for all structures to possess adequate damping such that their response to the 
external excitation is minimized (32). Damping not only reduces vibration, noise and 
dynamic stresses but also increases fatigue life of structures. Any unbalance in machines 
with rotating parts such as fans, ventilators, centrifugal separators, washing machines, 
lathes, centrifugal pumps, rotary presses, turbines, can cause undesirable vibrations. 
Buildings and structures experience vibrations due to operating machinery, passing 
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vehicular, air and rail traffic or natural calamities such as earthquakes and cyclones. 
Proper design of these systems is necessary for control of their vibrations. 
 
In particular, structural systems possess low damping capacities and require additional 
damping such as passive or active damping treatments [33, 34]. Passive damping is 
provided by adding extra materials such as high damping visco-elastic materials during 
manufacturing of structure to control the vibration [36]. The layered and jointed 
constructions are most commonly considered for passive damping. Active damping 
however, refers to energy dissipation from the system by external elements such as 
actuators and sensors for detection and control of vibration. The energy of vibration is 
dissipated by several mechanisms, such as internal or material damping and structural 
damping. 
 
2.2.1 Material Damping 
The material damping is related to energy dissipation within the volume of material and 
is attributed to micro and macro structures, thermo elasticity, grain boundary, viscosity of 
the constituent material [24, 36]. Material damping is of two types, namely hysteretic 




















per unit volume 
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When materials are critically stressed, energy is dissipated within the material itself and 
is proportional to the stiffness of the system and square of amplitude of vibration. This 
type of damping is known as hysteretic damping and energy loss per cycle is given as E = 
πKλA2, where k, λ and A are stiffness of the system, non dimensional damping factor and 
amplitude of vibration respectively. The stress-strain diagram for a body into hysteretic 
damping and subjected to vibration is shown in Figure 2.1. The area of the hysteresis 
loop represents the energy loss per unit volume of the material per stress cycle [26, 37]. 
This is termed as specific damping capacity and expressed as ψ = ∫σdЄ 
 
The use of viscoelastic materials in structures provide passive damping and have 
widespread commercial and aerospace applications. The long chain molecules of 
viscoelastic or elastomeric materials when deformed convert mechanical energy into 
thermal energy. The relation between the stress and strain of a viscoelastic material is 
expressed as a linear differential equation with respect to time. The commonly used 
Kelvin-Voigt model [26] uses the stress strain relation as σ = EЄ + E* 
dt
d 
 where E and 
E* are real and complex components of modulus of material respectively. The term E Є 











2.2.2 Structural Damping 
Because of poor damping of structural materials, other methods are used to provide 
improved damping through joints and interfaces of structures. The damping in such cases 
is obtained by the energy dissipated due to rubbing friction resulting from relative motion 
between the parts and intermittent contact at the joints in a jointed structural system. The 
energy dissipated is affected by the interface pressure and extent of slip between the parts 
at the interfaces. Fretting corrosion also contributes to interfacial slip [32]. However, it is 
harmful for a safe joint design. Joint surfaces manufactured using cyanide hardening and 
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electro discharge machining greatly minimizes the fretting effect and improves high joint 
damping. The inclusion of joints reduces the stiffness of structure marginally. But 
through suitable design, loss of stiffness can be compensated. To enhance inherent 
damping in a structure it is easy and cheap to use joints to provide adequate damping and 
stiffness. The damping mechanism is most effective at low frequencies and at first few 
modes of vibration, since, the amplitudes are large enough to provide significant slip 
[32]. 
 
2.3 Measurement of structural damping 
The damping properties of structures are generally expressed in terms of time response or 
frequency response methods depending on mathematically modeling of the problem. 
Logarithmic decrement, δ is assessed using time domain and quality factor R, by 
frequency domain methods. Other parameters such as damping ratio ζ, specific damping 
capacity ψ and loss factor η are evaluated from any one of the above two techniques for 
measurement of damping. 
 
2.3.1 Logarithmic decrement 
The log-decrement method is most popular technique to determine damping from the free 
decay of amplitudes of the time history curve [26, 32, 39, 40]. When the structure is set 
into free vibration, the lowest mode is predominant and higher modes are damped out in a 
short time. The logarithmic decrement represents the rate at which the amplitude of free 
damped vibration attenuates. It is defined as the natural logarithm of the ratio of any two 















 where x1 and x2 are the two successive amplitudes and ζ is the 
damping ratio. For small damping i.e. ζ «1, δ = 2π ζ. Log decrement can also be 

















  where x1, xn+1 are the amplitudes of 1
st
 and last cycles 
respectively and n is number of cycles. 
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2.3.2 Quality factor (R) 
The half power point bandwidth method is a frequency domain method to determine 
damping in terms of quality factor R. When a structure is subjected to forced vibration by 
a harmonic excitation force, the ratio of maximum dynamic displacement (Xmax) at steady 
state condition to the static displacement (Xs) under static force of same magnitude is 









Hence, damping ratio can be known if frequency response curve is determined. It is 
observed from the above expression that the systems with high R factor have low 










The points where amplitude ratio is 
2
R
are known as half power points. With reference 



















. Making use of half 

































= Band width. 
Thus, evaluation of band with leads to measuring damping ratio ζ. 
 
2.3.3 Specific damping Capacity (Ψ) 
The energy dissipated per cycle of vibration is defined as damping capacity and is 
expressed in the integral form as: 
 U =   dxfd  
 Where fd = damping force 
The damping capacity is given by the area bounded by the hysteresis loop in the 
displacement force pane. The ratio of energy dissipated per cycle to the total energy of 
vibration of the system is known as specific damping capacity (Ψ). If the initial (total) 






2.3.4 Loss factor (η) 
The specific damping capacity per radian of damping cycle is known as loss factor η [41-
43]. In viscoelastic damping, this factor is used frequently. 







It may be noted that Umax is experimentally equal to the maximum kinetic or potential 
energy of the system without damping. The overall relationship among various terms of 




















2.4 Methods to improve damping capacity 
Structural systems should posses the source of dissipation of energy to reduce their 
vibration level. Internal or material damping in these systems being low, it is necessary to 
introduce external energy dissipating methods to augment their damping capacity. A 
number of techniques have been developed to provide higher energy dissipation 
elements. These are two layered and sandwich construction using unconstrained and 
constrained viscoselastic layers respectively, use of high damping inserts and layered and 
jointed structures. 
 
2.4.1 Unconstrained and sandwich construction 
One of the simplest arrangements for increased damping is that of a viscoelastic layer 
attached to an elastic layer. Bending vibrations of the structure, result in alternate 
extension and contraction of the viscoelastic layer which leads to dissipation of energy. A 
viscoelastic body possesses both viscous and elastic properties. Some of the energy 
stored in the visoelastic system is dissipated in the form of heat and rest of the energy is 
recovered after withdrawal of load. Damping effectiveness of unconstrained layer 
damping treatment applied to rectangular plates has been studied both experimentally and 
analytically [48, 49]. It is reported that this type of damping treatment increases model 
loss factor and decreases modal frequencies. 
Sandwich beams and plates consisting of a pair of shaft elastic face layers separated by 
and bonded to a stiff central core layer have found widespread application as structural 
elements of aircrafts, spacecrafts, missiles and many other branches of structural 
engineering. The material of top and bottom layers are generally metals and the core is of 
high damping viscoelastic material. During vibration, when the system deforms, shear 
strains develop in the damping layer and the energy is lost due to shear deformation. The 
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effect of face layer is to increase the deformation of the viscoelastic core and results in 
higher dissipation of energy. Kerwin [50] and Di Taranto [51] have developed 
mathematical modeling and wave theory of simply supported sandwich beams. Modeling 
for compressional damping in such beams has been presented by Douglas and Yang [52] 
and Duglas [53]. Sylwan [54] has studied a model combining shear and compressional 
effects and showed that energy loss is increased over a wider frequency range. Lee and 
Kim [55] have reported improved analytical results using thin viscoelastic layers. The 
theoretical work by Mead and Markus [56, 57] and Mead [58] reveals that the shearing of 
viscoelastic core is the only mechanism for energy dissipation with no effect of on energy 
loss due to compressional damping. The investigative work of Mead and Markus is 
widely recognized for analysis and damping of three layer sandwich beams and plates. 
 
2.4.2 Use of high damping inserts 
The inserts are either welded or attached by press fitting to structural members and are 
known to be improving damping capacity, as reported in articles [60-62]. It has been 
reported that the press fitting inserts are more damping effective than the welded ones. 
Welded inserts have limited size while the best results are obtained with shrink fit solid 
inserts. Rahmathullah and Mallik [63] have experimentally determined the damping 
capacity of aluminum cantilever strips by using high damping inserts of cast iron, 
Bakelite and Perspex. It has been found that with suitable selection of insert material, 
considerable improvement of damping capacity can be achieved by introducing little 
amount of high damping material. 
 
2.4.3 Use of layered and jointed structures 
Control of vibration of structure by providing sufficient damping mechanism is of great 
significance for their increased life expectancy. Rigid and robust solid structures designed 
in this context are heavy and expensive. The method of reducing vibration by fabricating 
the structures in layers and connecting them with mechanical joints has been widely 
recognized. It is known that the overall damping of a structural system is greater than the 
sum of the material damping of individual structural components of the system. The 
damping in structures such as beams is increased by fabricating them in layers and 
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connecting them by fasteners like bolts or rivets. The interfacial slip between layers takes 
place during their vibration and produces frictional damping. A good number of research 
work [64-66] shows that the joints mainly account for damping and are major sources of 
passive vibration control. The energy dissipation is undesirable because of fretting 
corrosion but desirable to reduce vibration amplitude [67]. A good number of researchers 
[59, 68-71] have reported experimental and analytical results related to joint damping. 
 
The mechanism of dissipation of energy in a joint is a complex phenomenon which is 
greatly affected by interfacial pressure, slip and friction between contacting surfaces [16]. 
It is cumbersome to evaluate damping because of variation of coefficient of friction under 
dynamic conditions. However, it is generally accepted that the friction force at the 
interface is dependent on contacting materials and varies with normal force across the 
interface. At the location of the joint, sliding takes place in a micro scale and Coulomb’s 
law of friction is assumed to be applicable. 
 
2.5 Review of literature on joint damping 
Engineering structures are generally of built-up constructions with mechanical joints 
connecting the structural elements. Two sources of damping namely internal or material 
damping [72] and structural damping [72-74] are present in these systems. While material 
damping is low, structural damping is 90% of the total damping of the structure. The 
jointed connections are major sources of energy dissipation and greatly influence 
dynamics and damping of the structures [12, 16, 67]. Apart from shear at the interfaces of 
joints, relative slip at the interfaces of joints, coefficient of friction and pressure 
distribution contribute largely to damping performance of the joints. In built-up structures 
energy dissipation occurs either due to micro slip or macro slip [75]. On application of 
excitation forces, the small portions of interface break which results in slipping. These 
localized motions are called micro slip and no relative motion at contact surfaces occur 
when excitation frequencies are low. As the force is increased, entire contact area slips 
giving rise to macro slip. In majority of structures micro slip occurs, but no macro slip. 
Macro slip leads to failure of joint and is generally avoided. While the micro slip is an 
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excellent source of energy dissipation, without causing damage of the joint and usually 
introduced in the design of the system. 
 
In recent years most of work is involved with the concept of micro slip and macro slip 
[76, 77]. These concepts have been utilized to analyze dynamic behavior of jointed 
structures having frictional contact [6-11, 78-83]. Several researchers [84-88] have 
studied micro slip phenomenon by assuming the frictions surface as a rigid body with low 
normal load. However, a number of researchers [9, 10, 89, 90] have used micro slip 
concept, considering friction surface as elastic body. In this case, the interface undergoes 
partial slip under high normal load. Mesuko et al [27] and Nishiwaki et al [28] have 
reported energy loss in jointed cantilever beam considering micro slip and normal force 
at the interface. Olofsson et al [92] stated that micro slip occurs at an optimal frictional 
force and presented a model for micro slip between smooth and rough flat surfaces 
covered with ellipsoidal elastic bodies. Ying [94] has proposed a new micro slip model to 
study effect of joint friction for controlling dynamic response. 
 
The friction at the interfaces of jointed layers occurs when the layers undergo relative 
motion due to transverse vibration. The friction in a joint arises from shearing between 
the parts and is controlled by the tension in the bolt or rivet, surface properties and 
materials in contact [95]. The steady state response of a friction damped system with 
Coulomb and viscous friction has been analyzed by Den Hartog [96]. A good number of 
researchers [15, 16, 37, 96-99] have presented reviews on the effect of joint friction on 
structural damping in built-up structures and have shown that the friction in joints is an 
important source of energy dissipation. 
 
Damping capacity of jointed structures is significantly affected by the nature of pressure 
distribution across a beam layer. Most of the previous investigators have idealized the 
joints by assuming a uniform pressure profile which ignores the effects of surface 
irregularities and asperities [27-29, 74, 100, 101]. However, a good number of 
researchers [102-107] have shown through experimental work that the interface pressure 
is not uniform in actual condition. Goold et al [107] and Zaida [109] have observed that 
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the pressure variation at the interface of a bolted joint is parabolic in nature, in an area 
circumscribing the bolt which is roughly 3.5 times the bolt diameter and is independent 
of tightening load. Hisakads et al [110] have shown through experimental findings that 
the pressure distribution is not dependent on surface roughness. They measured pressure 
distribution of contacting two metals by noting the impression of the softer surface 
formed by the denting of harder asperities. Of late Nanda and Behera [30] have 
developed an analytical expression for the pressure profile at the interfaces of a bolted 
joint by curve fitting the earlier results reported by Zaida et al [109]. In this context, an 
eight order polynomial even function have been obtained in terms of radial distance from 
the centre of bolt such that the function is maximum at the centre of bolt and decreases 
radially away from the bolt. Nanda and Behera have succeeded in simulating uniform 
interface pressure over the beam length and investigating the effect of pressure on the 
damping behavior of interfacial slip. 
 
Analytical work involving the study of effect of non uniform pressure on interfacial slip 
damping for layered beams for both static and dynamic loading has been reported [111, 
112]. In these studies, it has been shown that non-uniform pressure profile and frequency 
variation greatly affect energy dissipation and logarithmic decrement. The amount of 
energy dissipation with slip damping under dynamic load is less than the same under 
static load. Olunloyo [113] have used other forms of polynomial or hyperbolic expression 
for pressure distribution. 
 
Among the various methods used to measure the contact pressure between layers the 
ultrasonic wave method is most effective. Since, it measures contact pressure without 
affecting the properties of the contact surface. A normal probe [114, 115] has been used 
to obtain reasonably good result. On the other hand Minakuchi et al [31] have used angle 
probe for convenience and have reported that the contact pressure between two layered 
beams of different thicknesses by obtaining a relation between the mean pressure and 
sound pressure of reflected waves. This method has wider acceptability as the results 
fairly match with theoretical values. The present work uses the Minakuchi experimental 
results to obtain non uniform pressure distribution at the interfaces of a jointed beam. 
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A good deal of research study [27-29, 116-119] is related to energy dissipation due to slip 
and non uniform pressure distribution. The effect of clamping pressure on mechanisms of 
dissipation of energy has been reported by many authors [12, 18, 19]. Under high 
clamping pressure the slip is small and under low pressure the shear due to friction is 
small. Beards [122] has considered these two limits and demonstrated the existence of an 
optimum clamping force for maximum energy distribution. An algorithm for evaluating 
energy loss due to slip has been proposed by Jezequel [119]. When the normal force is 
varied with relative slip joint damping resembles viscous damping [70, 122-126]. 
 
Beards et al [7] did experimental work on a framed structure and stated that reasonable 
increase in damping can be attained by fitting joints tightly to stop linear slip, but not so 
tightly as to prevent rotational slip. Beards and Imam [6] have shown that the frictional 
damping of plates is increased by using jointed laminated plates having interfacial slip 
during vibration. Effect of controlled frictional damping in joints on the frequency 
response of a frame work under harmonic excitation has been experimentally studied by 
Bears and Woodwat [82]. However, Beards [14, 65, 121, 127, 128], has observed that 
due to reduction in stiffness and increased corrosion at the joint interfaces, relative 
motion between contact surfaces should be avoided. A power law relation between 
energy loss and lateral load due to micro slip at the joints has been obtained [130, 131] by 
researchers at Sandia National Laboratories. Heller, Foltete and Piranda [132] have 
determined non linear damping capacity of bolt jointed built up structures, using 
experimental procedure and studied the effect of interface pressure and area of contact on 
its dynamic characteristics. Walker et al [132] focused his discussion on the joint factors 
influencing damping of aerospace structure and observed that energy dissipation is less 
on riveted joints compared to bolted ones due to higher stiffness. They also concluded 
that damping increases with reduction in bolt torque and vice versa. 
 
Proper modeling of structure using the known joint parameters is of significance for slip 
related energy dissipation. Many researchers [16, 134-136] have worked to this effect. 
Song et al [136] have suggested Adjusted Iwan Beam Element (AIBE) model using 
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nonlinearity effects of a bolt joined structure. Hartwigsen et al [76] have experimentally 
studied the effect of non linearity on shear lap joints of two structures consisting of a 
centrally bolt jointed beam and frame with a bolt jointed member. Their experimental 
results reveal several important parameters influencing stiffness and damping of lap 
joints. Miller and Quinn [138] have developed a two sided interface model for dissipation 
which is based on a series-series system in which the parameters are physically activated. 
The model is introduced into a large model to find damping. Khattak[139 ] et al have 
developed a parameter less model considering shear lap joints that can be applied for 
variation in loading, joint geometry, coefficient of friction and clamping pressure. Many 
investigators [12, 16, 30, 67] have evaluated damping by using time or frequency domain 
method of experimental analysis, which are applicable for lightly damped linear systems 
vibrating at low frequency and amplitude. Nishiwaki et al [28] have reported an improved 
band width method to experimentally measure logarithmic decrement of a bolted 
cantilever beam for its first three modes. Masuko et al [27] and Nishiwaki et al [21] have 
studied damping of a jointed fixed free beam using normal force and micro-slip at the 
interfaces. Damsa et al [111] have analyzed dynamic loads, frequency variation and non 
uniformities in pressure distribution and their effect on energy dissipation and 
logarithmic decrement in clamped layered beams. Analytical results in respect of log-
decrement have been reported [139] for layered viscoelastic structures. 
Wang et al [141] and Tsai et al [143] have demonstrated frequency domain technique to 
find the stiffness and damping of a single bolt jointed structure using Frequency 
Response Function (FRF) in different frequency ranges. Yin et al [144] have reported a 
method based on the wavelet transform of FRF for linear system to evaluate natural 
frequency and damping. Hwang [145] has presented a frequency domain response model 
to estimate stiffness constant and damping parameters of connected structures 
experimentally. Ahmadian and Jalali [144] have reported a parametric model for a beam 
with bolted lap joint at its mid-span. The analysis provides the FRF at any location of the 




Gavl and Lenz [136] have used Finite Element Model (FEM) to evaluate dynamic 
response of built up structures considering interfacial slip theory. Sainsbury and Zhang 
[147] have performed dynamic analysis of damped sandwich beams using Finite Element 
Analysis. Lee et al [142] have evaluated natural frequencies and mode shapes of jointed 
beams using FEM. Hartwigsen et al [76] have determined contact area of a bolt jointed 
interface with help of FEM and verified the same experimentally. Micro slip concept 
using FEM had been the subject of study of Chan and Deng [149] for structures under 
pane stress conditions. Using press-fit and lap shear joint modeling they have reported the 
influence of dry friction and slip on damping response of joints for determining energy 
dissipation during cyclic loading. Effect of dynamic friction on energy loss and preload 
on response of a bolted joint has been reported [150]. 
 
Most of the work reviewed so far is concerned with dynamics and damping study of bolt 
jointed structures. Comparatively, little work has been reported for riveted structures. 
Riveting constitutes a major source of fastening and has extensive applications in trusses, 
frames, bridges, trestles etc. Riveted joints are relatively cheap, reliable, strong and 
capable of providing high damping. Pian and Hewell [151] have presented the theory of 
structural damping in assembled beams connected with riveted straps. Pian [101] has 
reported the theoretical analysis of energy loss of continuously riveted spar and spar cap 
and got the results tallying with experimental values. Walker et al [133] have made 
experimental investigations to study the effect of joint properties affecting the damping of 
metal plates for aerospace use. 
 
In both cases of bolted and riveted structures, the mechanism of damping is same while 
their functional parameters are different. These parameters are interface pressure profile, 
influencing zone and preload. The zone of interface pressure distribution spreads over 
circular area about the rivet centre of diameter equal to 4.125, 5.0 and 5.6 times the rivet 
diameter for layer thickness ratios of 1.0, 1.5 and 2.0 respectively. The same in case of 
bolted joint is 3.5 times the bolt diameter [152]. As a result the relative spacing among 
the joints will be different which changes the dynamic slip at the interfaces. In addition, 
the axial load on a bolt can be altered as per the clamping need by applying the tightening 
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torque, whereas, the preload on a rivet is constant. Therefore, controlling factors of 
preload for both the joints are different which affect damping significantly. The objective 
of present study is to develop the theory of damping mechanism and dynamics of rivet 
jointed structures using classical and finite element method with verification by 
experimental analysis. 
 
2.6 Concluding Remarks 
Engineering structures require high damping for their useful functioning since they 
posses low material damping. It is necessary to furnish extra damping for their safe and 
reliable function and jointed construction serves the purpose well. Dynamic response of 
such structures can be predicted with reasonable accuracy by knowledge of damping 
parameters obtained by using joint details. The prediction of damping in built up 
structures being complex, it is necessary to analyze the damping phenomenon and 
associated factors theoretically and verify the results experimentally. 
 
From the literature survey it is clear that damping is produced by the energy dissipation 
during vibration of a structure when some relative motion occurs at the interfaces of 
joints with friction. This dissipation is required to reduce vibration and increase useful 
life of structure. Over the decades, a great deal of research work has been reported on the 
damping of bolted structures with less work reported in respect of riveted structures. The 
present work aims at evaluation of dynamic and damping characteristics of layered 







3. Theoretical Formulation Using Classical Energy Method 
3.1 Introduction 
In earlier chapters it has been described that inclusion of joints in built-up structures is 
the major source of energy dissipation. The damping is because of frictional effects 
arising out of shear displacements at the interfaces of the layers. The damping parameters 
are influenced by the intensity of pressure distribution, micro slip and kinematic 
coefficient of friction at the interfaces which are to be considered for determination of 
loss of energy. These characteristics are also greatly dependent on boundary 
configuration of the structure. The present chapter gives a detailed discussion of the 
theoretical formulation by classical method for determining damping properties of jointed 
layered fixed fixed, fixed simply supported and simply supported simply supported beam 
with riveted joints. 
 
3.2 Classification of beam model 
Vibrating systems are generally classified into two groups, i.e. discrete and continuous 
systems. In discrete system, mass is assumed to be rigid and concentrated at discrete 
points. The motion of discrete systems is governed by ordinary differential equations and 
the number of masses generally defines the number of degrees of freedom. The solution 
of discrete systems has been accomplished by using Finite Element Method presented in 
the next chapter. 
In non discrete or continuous systems, the mass and elasticity are considered to be 
distributed parameters. Vibration of the system is described by partial differential 
equations. These systems are considered to be infinite degrees of freedom systems and 
they possess infinite number of natural frequencies and modes. However, the first few 
modes of vibration influence the dynamics of the system considerably. 
 
3.3 Governing equations for free transverse vibration 
A fixed fixed beam undergoing free transverse vibration is shown in Figure 3.1. In 
deriving the governing equations of motion, Euler-Bernouli beam is used. It is based on 
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the assumptions that the rotation of differential element is negligible compared to 
translation and the angular distortion due to shear is small in relation to flexural 
deformation. This assumption is justified where ratio of length of beam to its depth is 




                    Figure  3.1 Differential Analysis of Fixed Fixed beam 
 
The beam motion is depicted by partial differential equation in terms of spatial variable 




















     




 and E, I, ρ, A are Young’s modulus of elasticity, moment of inertia, 
mass density and cross sectional area of beam, respectively. The solution of Eq 3.1 which 
is of fourth order has four unknown constants and hence requires four boundary 
conditions for their determination. The second order time derivative also requires two 
initial conditions, one for the displacement and another for velocity. The above equation 
is solved using the technique of separation of variables. In the method the displacement 
w(x,t) is written as the product of two functions, one depending on space coordinate x 
and other depending on time coordinate ‘t’. Hence, the solution is given by: 
w(x,t) = W(x) V(t) 3.2 
 
 Where W(x) and V(t) are space and time functions respectively. 
 Using equation (3.2) in Equation (3.1) we have 
       tVxWtVxWc2   3.3 
 



























n is the separation constant representing the square of natural angular frequency. 
Since, the first term in equation (3.4) is a function of ‘x’ only and second term is a 
function of ‘t’ only, the entire equation can be satisfied for arbitrary values of ‘x’ and ‘t’ 
only, if each of them is a constant. This equation yields two ordinary differential 
equations given by 



















α n2  , equation (3.5) is written as  
    0xWαxW 4   3.7 
 
The equation (3.7) is solved in the usual way with W(x) as a sum of four terms and the 
solution is given by 
W(x) = C1 coshαx + C2 sinhαx + C3 cosαx + C4 sinαx 3.8 
 where C1, C2, C3 and C4 are evaluated from the known boundary conditions of the fixed 
fixed beam. Equation 3.6 is the known free vibration equation of an undamped single 
degree freedom system and its solution is given by 
V(t) = C5 cosωnt + C6 sinωnt 3.9 
where C5 and C6 are the constants to be determined from initial conditions. 
Substituting the expressions of space and time functions i.e. equations (3.8) and (3.9) into 
equation (3.2), the complete solution for deflection at any section is written as 
W(x,t) = (C1 coshαx + C2 sinhαx + C3 cosαx + C4 sinαx ) x (C5 cosωnt + C6sinωnt) 3.10 
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3.3.1 Determination of constants C1, C2, C3, C4, C5 and C6 for a beam fixed at both 
ends 
Using the expression for space function as per equation (3.8) following relations of its 
first and second derivatives are written 
W(x) = C1 coshαx + C2sinhαx + C3 cosαx + C4 sinαx 3.11(a) 




)x(W  = C1 α
2coshαx + C2 α
2sinhαx - C3 α
2cosαx -C4α
2sinαx 3.11(c) 
The four boundary conditions for a fixed fixed beam are given by: 
At  x = 0, W(0) = 0  3.12(a) 
and at  x=0, (0)W  = 0 3.12(b) 
Again at x = l, W( l ) = 0   3.12(c) 
and at x=l, )(W l  = 0 3.12(d) 
Using equation 3.12 (a), W(0) = C1 + C3 = 0 3.12(e) 
and equation 3.12(b) )0(W  = C2 + C4 = 0    3.12 (f) 
Using equations 3.12 (c) and 3.12 (e) 
)(W l  = C1 cosh α l + C2 sinh α l + C3 cosh α l + C4 sinh α l = 0 
or )(W l  = C1 (cosh α l -  C2 cos α l ) + C2(sinh α l -  sin α l ) =  0 3.12(g) 
Using equation 3.12(d) 
)(W l  = C1 αsinhα l + C2 αcoshα l - C3 αsinα l + C4 αcos α l = 0  
or )(W l  = C1 (sinhα l + sinα l ) + C2 (coshα l - cos α l ) = 0 3.12(h) 

















































Equation (3.14) can be simplified as 
1cos.cosh ll   3.15 
This transcendental equation is the required condition for the coefficient matrix to yield a 
non trivial solution and can be solved to evaluate natural frequencies of vibration 
using equation 3.12 (f), C2 = -1, if C4 = 1 




















 , and C4 = 1  
 
The space function W(x) is expressed as 
 
Different mode shapes of vibration can be determined using equation 3.17 for fixed fixed 
beam. The expression for deflection and its time derivative at any section of beam are 
given by, 
w(x,t) = W(x) (C5 cos ωnt + C6 sin ωnt) 3.18 






























= 0 at t = 0, we have C6 = 0 
and w(x,t) = W(x) C5 cosωnt 

































Hence the general expression for modal displacement can be written as 




















 cos ωnt 
 
3.21 
3.3.2 Determination of constants C1, ..., C6 for a  beam simply supported at both 
ends 
The four boundary conditions for the beam with simply supported ends are: 
At x = 0,     W(0) = 0 3.22(a) 
 








And at  x = l , W( l ) = 0 3.22(c) 
 










w(x,t) = W(x) 
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Substituting condition 3.22(a) in 3.11 (a) and 3.22 (b) in 3.11(c) we obtain 
 C1 + C3 = 0          3.22(e) 
 And C1 – C3 = 0         3.22(f) 
 which implies that 
 C1 = 0          3.22(g) 
 And C3 = 0         3.22(h) 
Using equation 3.22(g), 3.22(h) and condition 3.22(c) in equation 3.11(a) we have 
C2sinhα l + C4 sinhα l = 0 3.22(i) 
Using condition 3.22(d), equation 3.22(g) and 3.22(h) in equation 3.11(c), we have 
C2sinhα l - C4 sinα l =   0 3.22(j)   
From equation 3.22(i) and (j) we have 
 C2 sinhα l  = 0         3.22(k) 
and C4 sinα l  = 0 3.22(l) 
Since, sinhα l , in general, cannot be zero, C2 = 0 and 
W(x) = C4 sin αx  3.22(m) 
And since C4 ≠ 0, sinα l  = 0         3.22(n) 
Which yields α l = nπ (n = 0, 1, ….∞) 
Considering C4 = 1 







Equation 3.22(o) represents mode shape for a simply supported beam. 
Using the same procedure as used for fixed fixed beam 
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3.3.3 Determination of constants C1, … C6 and mode shape of a beam fixed at one 
end and simply supported at the other end 
The boundary conditions for such a beam are: 
(i) At the fixed end, i.e. at x = 0, W(0) = 0 which gives C1 + C3 = 0 
(ii) At x = 0, 
x
 )0(W
= 0, gives C2 + C4 = 0  










Hence we have from equation 3.11(a) and 3.11(c)  
 (cosh αl - cos αl)C1 + (sinh αl - sin αl)C2=0 3.24(a) 
and (cosh αl+ cos αl)C1 + (sinh αl + sin αl)C2 = 0 3.24(b) 
The non trivial solution for C1 and C2 requires that the determinant for their coefficients 
be zero, ie. 
l) sin + l (sinhl) cos +l (cosh






Expanding the determinant yields the frequency equation 
cosαl . sinhαl- sinαl.coshαl= 0 
tan αl= tan hαl  3.24(d) 
The above equation yields αl = 3.92, 7.07, 10.1 for first three modes of vibration. 
Solving for α, we obtain the expression for W(x) as given in equation 3.17 and 
displacement of beam as 
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where l   defines the point on the beam having maximum displacement (i.e. l =0.58l). 
3.4 Evaluation of micro slip at the interfaces of jointed beams 
The interfaces of contacting beam layers contain microscopic asperities of different 
shapes and sizes which deform elastically or plastically and may collapse during motion. 
Partial slippage between layers may occur due to deformation and subsequent tangential 
motion. Semi-rigidness of the connected members is another source of micro slip. Due to 
clamping force, no slippage occurs at the riveted joint. But the normal force away from 
the joint is relatively small and permits micro slip over a fraction of region of contact. 
The contact pressure at the jointed interface is non-uniform in nature which is maximum 
at the site of rivet hole and is gradually reduced with the distance away from the rivet 
hole. First occurrence of micro slip takes place in the region where contact pressure is 
inadequate to overcome the shear stress. In a nutshell, micro slip is due to several factors, 
notably deformation and breakage of asperities, semi rigid nature of joints and non 
uniform pressure distribution at the interfaces. The micro slip is solely responsible for 
energy dissipation. At higher levels of excitation, both micro slip and macro slip occur. 
Because of structural failure macro slip is undesirable. On the contrary, micro slip occurs 
at lower levels of vibration and provides a reasonable level of energy dissipation and 
damping without causing any structural malfunctioning. Considering the above factors, 
the relative dynamic slip at the interfaces is analyzed. The slope at any section of beam is 
obtained by differentiating Eq 3.25 with respect to x, as follows: 




































Figure 3.2 Mechanism of microslip at the interface 
 
As shown in Figure 3.2, the relative displacement at a distance x from the fixed end of 
the beam is given by 







However, the actual micro slip ur(x,t) between the interfaces is always less than u0(x,t) 
and is given by 
 ur(x,t) = u0(x,t)        3.28 
where  is a constant known as dynamic slip ratio and is defined as the ratio of actual 
micro slip ur(x,t) in the presence of friction to the ideal micro slip u0(x,t), in the absence 
of friction.  is a function of pressure distribution and surface irregularities at the 
interfaces of layers. The maximum relative micro slip under a connecting rivet is 
obtained by 
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iiii xxllxxllX   
    lllW  coscosh2/             3.31 
For the simply supported simply supported beam configuration, the equation 3.30 is valid 













W/cos                                       3.31(a) 
For fixed simply supported beam configuration, the expressions for UrM and X remain the 
same as given in equations 3.30 and 3.31 respectively with (l/2) replaced by l  . 
3.5 Normal force under each rivet 
The rivet jointed structure holds the members together at the interfaces. Because of 
clamping of rivets, the pressure is developed at the contacting surface. To evaluate 
energy dissipated due to friction it is necessary to determine interface pressure and the 
resultant normal force. A circular area of contact is formed around the rivet with a 
separation occurring at a certain distance away from the rivet hole as shown in Fig 
3.3(a,b) 
     
  








Figure 3.3 (a) Plates clamped by a rivet 
Figure 3.3 (b) Surface stress and interfacial pressure distribution around rivet 
The interfacial pressure is non uniform being maximum at the rivet hole and decreasing 
with distance away from the rivet. As a result, localized slipping occurs at the interfaces 
while the overall joint remains fixed. The pressure is also affected by the component 
beams with different thickness ratios. It has been found by Minakuchi, et al [32] that the 
interface pressure distribution is parabolic with a circular influence zone surrounding the 
rivet with diameter equal to 4.125, 5.0 and 5.6 times the diameter of rivet for thickness 
ratios 1.0, 1.5 and 2.0 respectively. 
The pressure distribution around the rivet is a non dimensional polynomial for jointed 





























































       3.32 
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where p, σs, R and Rv are the interface pressure, surface stress on the structure due to 
riveting, and radius within the influence zone and radius of the connecting rivet 
respectively. A1 to A6 are the constants determined from the numerical data of Minakuchi 
et al [32] as given in Table 3.1. The surface stress, σs is obtained by the ratio P/ Awhere 
P is initial tension on the rivet and A is the area under rivet head. 
The expression (Eq. 3.32) is a tenth order polynomial in respect of non-dimensional 
radial distance from the centre of rivet so that it assumes its maximum value at the centre 
and diminishes radially. It is observed from Table 3.1 that the contribution of first four 
coefficients to distribution of pressure is negligible which indicates a linear distribution 
of pressure across the interface. Damisa et al [111] have used linear pressure profile in 
their analysis. But, in the present study a higher order polynomial as stated has been used 
for non uniform pressure profile. 
Table 3.1 – Polynomial Constants for varying thickness ratios 
Thickness 
Ratio 
A1 A2 A3 A4 A5 A6 
1 1.45E-06 -5.80E-05 6.04E-04 3.09E-03 -9.58E-02 5.38E-01 
1.5 -1.74E-07 1.40E-05 -4.59E-04 8.17E-03 -8.77E-02 4.88E-01 
2 -7.42E-08 7.45E-04 -2.98E-04 6.22E-03 -7.46E-02 4.60E-01 
 
From Table 3.1 it is seen that the polynomial constants are different for different 
thickness ratios. Therefore, pressure distribution varies and depends on the thickness ratio 
of the layered beam. 
According to Shigley, et al [153] the area Aunder the rivet head is given by




































































  3.33 
Taking a differential element in the form of an annular ring of radius R and width dR 
(Figure 3.4) the normal force on the element is given as  














































































































































































    3.34 
where RM = Limiting radius of influencing zone and  
P = Initial tension on the rivet = Force with which the members are tightened together 
   = σ0. A0, where σ0 = Initial stress on the rivet = 100 N/mm
2
 (For power driven rivets as 
per Maitra and Prasad [154] and A0 = Cross sectional area of rivet = 
2
vR  
Friction occurs due to relative motion between two surfaces in contact and accounts for 
dissipation of energy. Since, Coulomb’s law of friction is valid the maximum frictional 
force is given as FM = μN, where μ = kinematic coefficient of friction. Energy dissipation 
Figure 3.4 – Circular zone of influence of interfacial pressure  
Figure 3-1 Figure 3.4 – Circular zone of influence of interfacial pressure pressure 
pressure 





per cycle of vibration is determined from the hysteresis loop shown in Fig 3.5 and is 
given in the integral form as 
 
 









3.6 Determination of damping factor 
Damping capacity of a jointed beam is normally obtained by using the logarithmic 
decrement method. Logarithmic determent ‘δ’ is defined as the natural logarithm of the 
ratio of two consecutive amplitudes on the same side of mean line of vibration. From the 
data of experimentally obtained curve of decaying amplitudes log-decrement is 
determined. However, energy method is used to evaluate theoretically the log decrement. 
According to Nishiwaki et al [29] log decrement is given by 
 δ = ½ (Eloss/En)             3.36 
The energy loss Eloss consists of the sum of energy loss (Ef) due to friction at the joints 


















 However, in the present investigation the damping is considered because of joint friction 
only. Hence, equation (3.37) is simplified as 
- rMu  
uuurM 
F 
Figure 3.5 Fr vs ur during one cycle 
















         
The energy is stored in the system in form of flexural strain energy when the fixed fixed 
beam is excited at its midspan. The amount of energy stored in the system per cycle of 



















wkEn  3.39 
where k is the static bending stiffness of the layered and jointed beam which is less than 
that of its equivalent solid beam. The static stiffness the beam is determined 
experimentally to evaluate the energy stored in the system. Using the expressions of Ef 



















               
































             3.42 
And  damping factor is given by,  ζ = δ/2π         3.43 
Energy dissipation mainly depends on ‘μ’ the kinematic coefficient of friction and ‘α’’ 
the dynamic slip ratio. It is difficult to evaluate damping produced in joints due to 
variation of these two parameters. However, they are interdependent and inversely related 
to each other. In other words, if one of them is increasing, the other is decreasing and vice 
versa. However their product α’.μ is found to be constant for a particular specimen 




















           3.44  
This product has been found from experimental results for a particular rivet diameter and 
later used to find log decrement for other conditions of the beam using equation 3.40. 
3.8 Chapter Summary  
In the present chapter, an exact analysis for the distributed mass model of the beam has 
been presented. Neglecting shear deformation and rotary inertia, governing equation of 
the free flexural vibration of the jointed beam has been deduced. The total relative 
dynamic slip at the interfaces has been determined, considering slope and deflection. The 
interface pressure has been evaluated which is seen to be non uniform being maximum at 
the rivet location and decreasing radially away from the rivet. The normal force and 
frictional force have been evaluated and used subsequently to determine logarithmic 
decrement for two as well as multilayered beam joints with rivets. Analysis has been 
made for the multilayered beams with fixed fixed, fixed-simply supported and simply 
supported simply supported boundary conditions. 
4. Finite Element Analysis of Jointed Structures 
4.1 Introduction 
Classical and conventional method of analysis of vibration and damping of rivet jointed 
beams has been formulated in Chapter 3. The physical structures are in general complex 
ones having variations in shape, size and properties of materials, loading and end 
constraints. Finite difference and finite element methods are extensively used to solve 
such problems. Developments of high speed computers and software packages have 
considerably facilitated the analysis of structural problems by using these methods. In the 
present chapter finite element approach has been demonstrated to evaluate dynamic and 
damping characteristics of rivet jointed beams of different end conditions. 
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In the finite difference method, the derivative terms in differential equations describing 
motion of the beam is substituted by finite difference equivalent at nodal points. As a 
result, a set of linear simultaneous algebraic equations involving nodal variables are 
derived and solved to determine nodal properties and subsequently the required 
characteristics of the beam. Finite element method is actually an outgrowth of the finite 
difference method and consists of discretization, choice of displacement function, 
evaluation of shape function, stiffness matrix, mass matrix and solution of the matrix 
equations, leading to determination of desirable parameters of the structure. Finite 
element method is widely used for its diversity and flexibility. 
4.2 Finite Element Concept 
The finite element method is based on the representation of structure by an assemblage of 
sub divisions called finite elements. The finite elements are obtained by means of 
fictitious cuts through the original structure. Adjoining elements may be considered as 
being connected at common points, termed as nodes. Then simple functions are chosen to 
approximate the variation of actual displacement over each finite element. Such assumed 
functions are called displacement functions or displacement models. The unknown 
magnitudes of displacement functions are called nodal displacements. The idealized 
model is analyzed by using the principle of minimum potential energy to obtain a set of 
equilibrium equations for each element. The equilibrium equations for the entire body are 
obtained by combining the equations for the individual elements in such a way that 
continuity of displacements is preserved at the interconnecting nodes. These equations 
presented in matrix forms are modified for the given boundary conditions and are solved 
to evaluate unknown displacements. In extending the problem for vibration analysis, 
kinetic and strain energies of the element are derived in the form of nodal displacement. 
Using Lagrange’s equation, element mass and stiffness matrix are derived for each 
element and assembled to obtain overall mass and stiffness matrix for the whole domain. 
Thus, each individual element and its contribution are considered in determining global 
model of the structure. Introduction of boundary conditions in the equations involving 
global matrices gives the reduced matrix equations which are finally expressed as Eigen 
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value problems. These matrices are solved to determine Eigen values and natural 
frequencies and Eigen vectors or mode shapes of the beam. 
4.3 Governing equations of motion 
To apply the finite element theory for the vibrations of jointed beam, the differential 
equation describing motion of the beam in terms of physical and geometrical parameter is 
considered. For this purpose, Euler Bernoulli equation for the beam modified for free 









 = 0        4.1 
Solution for w(x,t) can be written in terms of the shape functions which are functions 
relating nodal displacements with intermediate displacement of the isolated beam element 
as shown in figure 4.2 which has been discretized into ‘n’ linear elements (Fig 4.1). 
 


















A typical b am eleme t showi g odal and intermedia e displacement 
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The displacement and slope at the nodal points of the element are zero. Using equation 
4.2 in equation 4.1, and the boundary conditions, the shape functions are evaluated as 
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Using equations 4.6 and 4.7 in equation 4.8 and simplifying, the four equations in terms 
of, w1(t), w2(t), w3(t) and w4(t) are obtained. Collecting these equations in matrix form we 
get 
     )}({)( twktwm ee  = 0  4.9 
where [m
e
]= Element mass matrix [k
e
































































k e       4.11 
4.4 Global and reduced mass and stiffness matrices 
A beam discretized into ‘n’ elements has n+1nodes. Each node has two degrees of 
freedom given by displacement and slope. Therefore, the beam has 2(n+1) degrees of 
freedom and nodal displacement vector consists of same number of elements. The 
assembled overall or global mass matrix [M0] and global stiffness matrix are each of the 
order 2(n+1) x 2(n+1). The (4x4) stiffness matrix of i
th 
element is converted to 2(n+1) x 
2(n+1) matrix by using auxiliary rectangular matrix [Ai] of the order 2(n+1) x 4.  




















TA  4.12 
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0  4.13 










By introducing displacement boundary conditions, the global mass and stiffness matrices 
are converted to reduce mass and stiffness matrices. The corresponding equation of 
motion using reduced matrices are obtained as 
       0)()( 00  twKtwM             4.15 
The global stiffness and mass matrices assembled for a beam discretized into 3 elements 


































































































































































































































































































































































































4.5 Determination of natural frequencies & mode shapes. 
Assuming the solution for {w0(t)} as {W0}e
iwt
, the equation 4.15 is simplified as
     00
2 WW KM  = 0              4.24 
or       0W02  KM                     4.24(a) 
The above equation is an eigen value problem. The characteristic determinant is obtained 
as 
  ID ][ = 0               4.25 
Where  [D] = Dynamic matrix =  [M]
-1
 [K]  and  [I] = Identity matrix  
Expansion of the above determinant leads to a polynomial of order ‘n’. By solving 
polynomial equation, eigen values λi and eigen vectors are obtained. The i
th
 Natural 
frequency is given by 
 
ii    
Eigen vectors of equation 4.25 corresponding to respective eigen values are plotted to 




4.6 Determination of damping factor 
As stated in the previous chapter the nature of interfacial pressure variation along the 
beam layer and its magnitude is dependent on thickness ratio. By summing up the  
pressure over influencing zone, the net normal force ‘N’ under each rivet is calculated 
(equation 3.31). The maximum frictional force is found as 
 FrM = μN             4.26 
When the beam is excited at its mid span, relative motion takes place at the contacting 
faces to generate the desirable damping. The relative dynamic slip under a connecting 
rivet is written as 
   
 

















,                4.27 
The magnitude of slip under one rivet differs from another due to their varying slope 
which depends on location of rivet along the beam length. Considering the effect of all 
rivets maximum dynamic slip for all considered boundary conditions is given by 
 urM =  (h1 + h2) Y             4.28 








and q = Total number of rivets 
Energy loss per cycle of vibration is given by 
Ef = 2μN(h1 + h2) Y 4.30 
The energy stored per cycle of motion is given by 
























  4.32     
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For equally thick layer, h1 = h2 = h  
ζ = 







              4.33 
 
Many times for higher damping, multilayered beams are used in engineering applications. 
For a structure consisting of ‘m’ number of equally thick beam layers, the damping factor 














4.7 Chapter summary 
In the present chapter, finite element analysis has been carried out to determine natural 
frequencies, mode shapes and damping factor of rivet jointed layered structures. The 
whole beam structure is discretized into a number of finite elements and for each 
element, mass or inertia matrix and stiffness matrix are evaluated using strain energy, 
kinetic energy and Lagrange’s equation of motion. Overall and reduced mass and 
stiffness matrices are derived by using appropriate boundary conditions. Number of 
discretizations has been decided by using convergence of results. The damping property 
of the jointed beam has been defined in terms of damping factor and log decrement which 







5. Experimental Study 
5.1 Introduction 
As stated in earlier chapters, the dynamics and damping of built up structures depend on 
material and geometrical parameters, surface features, boundary conditions and a number 
of related factors. Classical and finite element methods are based on certain assumptions 
to simplify the analysis. Therefore, it is necessary to authenticate theoretical predictions 
by conducting tests. The objective of the present experimental work is to determine 
dynamic characteristics such as natural frequencies, normal modes and damping 
properties like damping factor by half power bandwidth method. Experimental details 
such as preparation of test specimens, development of experimental procedures, 
observations made and comparison of results with theoretical values are described in this 
chapter. 
5.2 Preparation of test specimens 
The riveted thin beam composite specimens are of mild steel and aluminum with 
different dimensions. These are prepared from the same stock of flats available in the 
market and presented in Table 5.1. Rivets of different  diameters shown in the Table 5.1 
are used to join the two layered specimens and are equispaced along the length of beam. 
Rivet pitch has been chosen such that clashing of influence zones under consecutive rivet 
heads is avoided. The width and length of the specimens are selected considering 
diameter of rivet and thickness ratio of beams with respect to the zone of influence. For 
thickness ratios of 1.0, 1.5 and 2.0, the centre distance between two adjacent rivets of 
specimens are taken as 4.125, 5.0 and 5.6 times the rivet diameter respectively as per 
zone of influence proposed in the theory. The length of the specimens is varied 




Table 5.1      Specification of specimens used for analysis 
SL 
No. 
Length Width No of Thickness of No of Dia of Material 
(mm) (mm) layers layers (mm) rivets rivets(mm) 
 
1 370 41.25 2 3+3 6 8 MS 
2 430 41.25 2 3+3 6 8 MS 
3 500 41.25 2 3+3 6 8 MS 
4 430 41.25 2 2.4+3.6 6 8 MS 
5 430 41.25 2 2+4 6 8 MS 
6 500 41.25 2 3+3 6 6 MS 
7 500 41.25 2 3+3 6 10 MS 
8 370 41.25 2 3+3 4 8 MS 
9 370 41.25 2 3+3 8 8 MS 
10 430 41.25 3 2+2+2 6 8 MS 
11 430 41.25 4 1.5+1.5+1.5+1.5 6 8 MS 
12 370 41.25 2 3+3 6 8 Al 
13 430 41.25 2 3+3 6 8 Al 
14 500 41.25 2 3+3 6 8 Al 
15 430 41.25 2 2.4+3.6 6 8 Al 
16 430 41.25 2 2+4 6 8 Al 
17 500 41.25 2 3+3 6 6 Al 
18 500 41.25 2 3+3 6 10 Al 
19 370 41.25 2 3+3 4 8 Al 
20 370 41.25 2 3+3 8 8 Al 
21 430 41.25 3 2+2+2 6 8 Al 





























Figure 5.1 Photograph of the thin riveted mild steel specimens 
 



























Figure 5.3  Photograph of the thin riveted alumunium  
specimens 
 
Figure 5.4 Photograph of the riveted mild steel specimens 
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The interfaces of the specimens are cleaned, degreased and polished before connecting 
them with rivets. The rivet used has a cylindrical shank with a button type head and 
power riveting has been employed to make the joint. The heated rivet is entered into the 
hole and a head is formed on the blunt end with pneumatic pressure using a die. The 
shank is compressed till it fills the rivet hole fully. On cooling, the rivet produces a 
clamping force between the connecting members. 
5.3 Description of the Experimental Set-up 
The setup comprises of a welded frame work fabricated from steel channel sections 
grooved to a heavy and rigid concrete pedestal by means of anchoring bolts. The frame 
work has the provision to accommodate the beams of varying length using its slotted 
guide ways and to hold the fixed and simply supported ends of the beam specimens. The 
clamping is produced by using a vice which works on the screw jack mechanism 
consisting of a spindle and base plate with external and internal treading respectively. A 
lever is attached at the tip of spindle and its rotation moves the spindle axially downward 
imparting the necessary clamping force to the base plate. As a result, the specimen is held 
rigidly at its ends. The base plate prevents the specimen from rotating while applying the 
necessary clamping force. A spring mounted exciter is used to impart vibration at the 
midpoint of the specimens with controlled amplitudes. The use of spring in the exciter 
ensures zero initial velocity of the specimen at the time of excitation. It is attached with a 
dial gauge which is calibrated to read the initial amplitudes of vibration. The dial gauge is 




















The instruments used in experimental set up are accelerometer, vibration pick up, dial 
gauge, digital storage oscilloscope, laser vibrometer, oscillator, exciter and amplifier. The 
operational features and the specification of the equipments are described below. Digital 
storage oscilloscope is used for processing and display of vibration signals. It consists of 
a display screen, input connectors, control knobs and bottoms on the front panel. The 
signal which is to be measured is fed to one of the connectors. In the display screen, a 
two dimensional graph of the time history curve is plotted. 
 









Figure 5.7 Amplifier 
Storage Oscilloscope 


































Figure 5.9 Oscillator 
 



























 Figure 5.11 Ometron LASER vibrometer with tripod  
 




























Figure 5.12 Dial gauge 
 


















Specifications:     
 Input voltage 100 V to 240 V ±10% 
 Input power frequency: 47 Hz to 66 Hz (100 v to 240 V) 
 400 HZ (100 V to 132 V) 
 Power consumptions: 250 W maximum 
 Weight: 5 kg. 
 Clearance: 51 mm 
 Operating temperature: 0 to 500C. 
 High operating humidity: 40 to 500C 10 to 60% RTT 
 Low operating humidty: 0 to 400C 10 to 90% RTT 
The accelerometer is a transducer changing mechanical quantities i.e. displacement, 
velocity or acceleration into varying electrical quantities i.e. voltage or current. One end 
Figure 5.14 DPO 4000 series oscilloscope.  
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of the accelerometer is fixed magnetically to the vibrating surface and the other end is 
connected to one of the connectors of the oscilloscope. The accelerometer used is of 
contact type. The dial gauge is attached to a stand with a magnetic base and is of high 
precision range shock proof device to measure amplitude in the range of 0.01 to 10 mm. 
A distributor box is connected to 200-240 V power source and supplied AC power to 
storage oscilloscope with a voltage of 230 V at a frequency of 50 HZ. 
The Surtronic 3+ surface measuring instrument is used for measuring roughness of mild 
steel and aluminum specimens. 
Laser Vibrometer 
The Scanning Laser Vibrometer or Scanning Laser Doppler Vibrometer is an instrument 
for rapid non-contact measurement and imaging of vibration. 
Fields where they are applied include automotive, medical, aerospace, micro system and 
information technology as well as for quality and production control. The optimization of 
vibration and acoustic behavior are important goals of product development in all of 
these fields because they are often among the key characteristics that determine a 
product’s success in the market. They are also in widespread use throughout many 
universities conducting basic and applied research in areas that include structural 
dynamics, modal analysis, acoustic optimization and non-destructive evaluation. 
The operating principle is based on the Doppler effect, which occurs when light is back-
scattered from a vibrating surface. Both velocity and displacement can be determined by 
analyzing the optical signals in different ways. A scanning laser vibrometer integrates 
computer-controlled X,Y scanning mirrors and a video camera inside an optical head. 
The laser is scanned point-by-point over the test object’s surface to provide a large 
number of very high spatial resolution measurements. This sequentially measured 
vibration data can be used to calculate and visualize animated deflection shapes in the 
relevant frequency bands from frequency domain analysis. Alternatively, data can be 
acquired in the time domain to for example generate animations showing wave 
propagation across structures. In contrast to contact measuring methods, the test object is 


























Fig 5.15 Ometron Laser vibrometer lens view 
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5.4 Testing procedure 
The schematic layout of the specimen in the experimental setup and the block diagram of 
equipments used for the test are shown in figure 5.5 and figure 5.6 respectively. The 
electro dynamic vibrator used for providing forced excitation to the specimen is driven by 
an oscillator cum amplifier. The inductance pick-up and accelerometer connected to 
storage oscilloscope are used to store time history curve of the response. Initially, 
elasticity modulus and static flexural stiffness of the specimen are measured by 
conducting static deflection tests. Thereafter, vibration level is changed by varying the 
frequency of excitation. Frequency response curve is plotted by noting the observations 
and damping factor is determined by using bandwidth method. 
5.4.1 Measurement of elasticity modulus (E) 
Few samples of solid beams were selected from the same block of mild steel and 
aluminum flats. These were mounted on the experimental setup and fixed at the ends by 
using screw clamps. Static loads (W) were applied at the midpoints and corresponding 
deflections at mid point along length of beam are recorded. Elasticity modulus was 






 , where l , ,I  are length, moment of inertia 
and deflection of beam respectively. The average of five reading was found and measured 
values of E are given Table 5.5. 
Table 5.5  Elastic modulus of materials used. 
Material E(GPa) 
Mild steel 196 
Aluminium 67.6 
5.4.2 Measurement of Static bending stiffness (K) 
The same static deflection tasks as used in case of elasticity modulus are conducted to 
measure the actual stiffness K of a jointed specimen using the relation, K = W/δ. The 
bending stiffness of an identical solid fixed fixed beam is theoretically calculated from 
the expression
3/192 lEIK  .  
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5.4.3 Measurement of modal frequencies 
The specimens are mounted on the setup as per the required boundary conditions and are 
subjected to excitations by using the vibrator. Voltage signals obtained through the 
accelerometer are displayed in the screen of oscilloscope by varying the frequency of 
execution by the oscillator amplitude values against the recorded frequency. Modal 
frequencies corresponding to maximum amplitude are found. The accelerometer locations 
along the length of specimen varied for a particular modal frequency and the amplitude 
for various points of beam are noted and modal displacement curves are plotted. 
5.4.4 Measurement of logarithmic decrement ‘ ’ 
The specimens used for testing were mounted successively on the setup. A spring 
operated exciter was used to excite the specimen at the mid points along the length of the 
specimen. The beam specimen was initially deflected and released to vibrate at its first 
mode. The response of the beam was sensed by a contacting type accelerometer attached 
at its mid point. One end of accelerometer was held magnetically to the vibrating surface 
and the other is connected to one of the connectors of the storage oscilloscope. The 
accelerometer output which is proportional to the square of frequency and amplitude of 
vibration was displayed on the oscilloscope for storage and processing. The data was then 
analyzed to determine logarithmic decrement. The attenuated response curve obtained 
from the oscilloscope was used to measure log degrement  by using the expression 
  = ln (xi/xi+z)/z 
where xi and xi+z and z are the recorded values of amplitudes of the first cycle, last cycle 
and number of cycles respectively. Each test was repeated five times and the average 
value was determined. 
 
5.4.5 Measurement of damping factor ‘ζ’ 
The set of specimens which were used for finding their elasticity modulus,  flexural 
stiffness  were mounted on the experimental set up to determine their damping factor. For 
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three separate boundary conditions, i.e. fixed -fixed, fixed-simply supported and simply 
supported -simply supported end conditions were tested. A spring loaded device called 
exciter is used to excite the specimens. The excitation is applied for a range of mid point 
amplitude of beam varying from 0.1 to 0.3 mm. In steps of 0.1 mm, the beam response is 
sensed by laser vibrometer by focusing the laser beam of light to the point under 
consideration. The signals are then passed on to the oscilloscope. The variation of 
response with frequency was plotted as frequency response curve. The range of 






12  , damping factor is determined for various specimens. 
Each test during experiment is repeated several times and the average value is obtained 
for accuracy in measurement. Thereafter, the boundary condition is changed and the 
experiments are conducted for another set of results. 
While designing the experimental setup, energy loss due to support friction, air drag, 
connecting wires, accelerometer mountings, etc. are neglected. The specimens were 
prepared with proper care and the surface was maintained flat for perfect contact at the 
interfaces, to achieve identical pressure distribution under each rivet. While fixing the 
specimen for testing, adequate clamping was provided to ensure the desired boundary 
condition and reduce effect on damping. All the factors were considered during testing 
for minimizing the errors. 
5.5 Experimental determination of α’ μ 
The dynamic slip ratio (α’) and coefficient of friction (µ) are to be correctly assessed for 
determining energy dissipated. It is known that these factors are inversely proportional to 
each other and their product is constant. Thus, it is desirable to determine α’ μ as a single 
quantity. After evaluating ζ, α’ μ has been determined by using equation 3.43. α’ and μ 
depends on frequency of excitation and amplitude of vibration. The product α’.μ increases 
with increase in frequency and decreases with increase in amplitude and have been 
obtained by extrapolating the results given in [155]. 
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5.6 Comparative study of experimental and theoretical results 
Theoretical analysis explained in chapters 3 and 4 are broadly based on assumptions as 
stated in introductory chapter. Dynamic and damping characteristics may, therefore differ 
from their true values. Experimental investigation has been performed to verify 
theoretical results. The structural specifications of the specimens such as length, width, 
thickness and number of layers, number and diameter of rivets and material has been 
presented in table 5.1. Experimental results for these specimens and corresponding 
theoretical values have been presented in graphical forms in figure 5.19 to figure 5.64. 
Comparison of the characteristics for various boundary conditions and for various 
methods of analysis has been shown graphically. 
5.6.1 Experimental and theoretical comparison of damping factor for 
alumunium specimens 
The variation of damping factor with length is shown in figure 5.19 to figure 5.22 and 
that with diameter of rivets in figure5.27 to figure 5.30. Moreover variation of damping 
factor with thickness ratios, number of layers and number of rivets are shown in figures 
5.35- 5.38, figure 5.43 and figures 5.51-5.54 respectively. It may be observed from the 
graphs that the theoretical values differ by 3% to 8% from the experimental values. 
5.6.2 Experimental and theoretical comparison of damping factor for 
mild steel specimens 
Figures 5.23-5.26 show the variation of damping factor with length and figures 5.31-5.34 
show variation of damping factor with diameter of rivets. In addition effects of thickness 
ratio, number of layers and number of rivets on damping factor  are shown in figure 5.39-
5.42 figure 5.44 and figures 5.55-5.58 respectively. The variation in damping factor in all 
these theoretical cases is within 6% of the experimental values. 
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5.6.3 Experimental and theoretical comparison of modal frequencies 
and mode shapes for aluminium specimens 






 modal frequencies with length is shown in figures 5.42-
5.44 respectively. Corresponding mode shapes for fixed- fixed, fixed- simply supported 
and simply supported- simply supported configurations are shown in figure 5.56, figure 
5.58 and figure 5.60. There is a discrepancy of 4.5 % between theoretical and 
experimental values. Modal patterns as obtained by theoretical and experimental methods 
are found to be in good agreement. 
5.6.4 Experimental and theoretical comparison of modal frequencies 
and mode shapes for mild steel specimens 






 modal frequencies with length is shown in figures 5.45-
5.47 respectively. Corresponding mode shapes for fixed fixed, fixed simply supported 
and simply supported simply supported configurations are shown in figure 5.57, figure 
5.59 and figure 5.61. There is a discrepancy of 4 % between theoretical and experimental 
values. Modal patterns as obtained by theoretical and experimental methods are found to 








Cl: classical, FEM: Finite element method, Exp: Experimental, ff: fixed fixed, fs: fixed 
simply supported, ss: simply supported simply supported for all figures. 
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Figure 5.26 Effect of diameter of rivets on damping factor for  Alumunium specimen using Experimental method. 
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 Figure 5.28 Effect of diameter of rivets on damping factor for  Mild steel specimen using classical method. 
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Figure 5.44 Variation of 3
rd
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Figure 5.46 Variation of 2
nd
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Figure 5.56  Mode shapes for alumunium specimen for fixed fixed configuration. 






Figure 5.57 Mode shapes for mild steel specimen for fixed fixed configuration. 






Figure 5.58 Mode shapes for alumunium specimen for simply supported simply supported configuration. 





Figure 5.59 Mode shapes for mild steel specimen for simply supported simply supported configuration. 






Figure 5.60 Mode shapes for alumunium specimen for fixed simply supported configuration. 






Figure 5.61 Mode shapes for mild steel specimen for fixed simply supported configuration. 






6. Results and discussion 
A concerted effort has been made to analyze the rivet jointed composite beam problem 
both theoretically and experimentally. An exhaustive review of literature has been carried 
out to this effect in Chapter 2. The theoretical work was accomplished in two phases. The 
first phase of the work consisting of classical method and the second one using finite 
element method have been reported in chapters 3 and 4 respectively. Both, the methods 
have been demonstrated for evaluating dynamics and damping characteristics of beams 
with fixed-fixed, fixed-simply supported and simply supported-simply supported 
boundary conditions using Euler-Bernoulli hypothesis. The first method is based on an 
exact solution for the continuous system of the beam. Energy of dissipation and stored 
energy of the system per cycle of vibration have been derived for fixed fixed boundary 
condition. Logarithmic decrement and damping factor relations have been obtained 
considering the effect of the various parameters such as normal force on the rivet, 
kinematic coefficient of friction and relative interfacial micro slip. The process has been 
repeated for other beam configurations i.e. fixed-simply supported and simply supported-
simply supported boundary conditions with suitable modification. 
The second method i.e. the finite element method assumes discrete linear model for the 
beam under consideration. The solution for the fourth order governing equation of 
vibration of the beam has been obtained separately in terms of time and space variables. 
Shape functions relating intermediate displacement with nodal displacement for a beam 
element has been obtained using polynomial functions for space variable. Kinetic energy 
and strain energy have been determined in respect of nodal variables and element mass 
matrix and element stiffness matrix have been derived using Lagrange’s equations. The 
global mass matix and the global stiffness matrix for the whole beam and corresponding 
reduced matrices for a particular boundary condition have been determined. Assuming, 
harmonic solutions for the nodal displacements, natural frequencies and then modal 
displacement pattern of the beam have been computed using MATLAB. These results 
have been used to modify the expression of damping factor and its evaluation. In this 
connection, expression for dynamic slip, input strain energy and energy dissipation of the 
beam have been formulated in terms of stiffness matrix and displacement vector. 
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Both the methods, as discussed above are based on certain assumptions and there is a 
necessity to verify the validity of the results by performing experiments. To accomplish 
the experimental work a good number of test specimens were prepared from the same 
stock of mild steel and aluminums flats commercially available. The layout of the test set 
up instrumentation details, description of the used specimens are reported in chapter 5. 
The forced response curve has been plotted from the experimental observations and 
damping factor has been obtained by using band width method. This method is applicable 
to structures vibrating at low excitation level with a moderate frequency range. 
The experimental results in respect of natural frequencies when compared with the same 
by classical and finite element methods show maximum variation within a range of 3.1% 
and 2.8% for mild steel and with a range of 3.8% and 2.4% for aluminum specimens for 
all considered boundary conditions. Experimental values of damping factor differ from 
classical and finite element analysis with a range of 3.6% and 2.7% for mild steel and 
4.1% and 2.5% for aluminum specimen for all considered boundary conditions. Because 
of the closeness of the results the theory developed is considered to be validated. 
The mechanism of damping in these structures is affected by interfacial pressure 
distribution, kinematic coefficient of frictions and micro slip under rivet head. These 
factors depend on thickness ratio of beam layers. The natural frequencies and mode 
shapes are affected by geometrical and material properties of the beam and its boundary 
conditions. The authentication of the analysis has been achieved by comparing the 
theoretical and experimental results of the specimens with all the influencing parameters. 
The following inferences have been drawn from the theoretical and experimental 
investigation related to present work. 
1. Evaluation of damping capacity requires the value of interface pressure. This 
pressure depends on clamping action at the joints and has been reported to be non-
uniform over the influencing zone under the rivet. Using Minakuchi et al [31] procedure, 
the pressure has been calculated using a polynomial function. Moreover, the influence 
zone depends on thickness ratio of beam layers. According to Minakuchi et al [31], the 
zone is of circular area concentric with rivet and has diameter 4.12, 5.0 and 5.6 times the 
diameter of rivet for thickness ratio of 1.0, 1.5 and 2.2 respectively. The pressure 
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distribution is parabolic being maximum at the rivet hole and gradually reducing to zero 
at the circumference. Because of variation of pressure from point to point, relative local 
motion or microslip occurs at the interface of the layers. The dissipation of energy and 
damping capacity depends on microslip. 
2. The shearing action between the layers generates friction at the sliding surfaces. 
This action is dependent on preload on the rivet and friction coefficient. Due to transverse 
vibration, friction occurs as a result of the tendency of contacting layers to slide over each 
other and appears as a major source of energy dissipation. Coulomb’s law of dry friction 
has been assumed to analyze the effect of friction at the contacting surfaces. 
3. The joint is not absolutely rigid and causes relative motion to occur. The beam 
under transverse vibration gives rise to shear stresses to layers. Slipping which occurs at 
points where clamping force is low is known as microslip. Microslip takes place at lower 
level of excitation. Pressure diminishes at points away from the rivet causing more 
slippage at these points and higher dissipation of energy consequently more damping is 
produced due to uneven pressure distribution. With increase in the level of excitation, the 
whole layer slips resulting in macroslip. Macroslip is undesirable in jointed structures 
since it causes structural damage and is generally avoided. 
4. The friction coefficient ‘μ’ and dynamic slip ‘α’’ both influence energy loss. But 
these are dependent on each other and their estimation is quite complex. It is important to 
assume the product α’.μ as a single variable and use the product to determine damping. 
Variation of the product α’.μ with frequency and amplitude for mild steel and aluminum 
respectively has been determined using (156). These values are further used for getting 
damping factor of jointed beams with changing configuration. This concept also accounts 
for non linearity, modes of vibration and support effects. 
5. By performing load deflection tests for the specimens, modulus of elasticity has 
been found for a number of observations and their average value has been taken for the 
analysis. Thus, considering material non-homogeneity and irregularity the value of E was 
calculated. 
6. The factor ‘K’ i.e. the static bending stiffness is a major parameter influencing 
dynamics and damping of jointed structures. Higher the value of this factor, lower is 
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damping due to increase is stored energy of the system. On the contrary, natural 
frequency increases with increase in stiffness. It is seen that the use of joints decreases 
the stiffness. Ratio of stiffness of a jointed beam to that of a solid beam with identical 
combined thickness and other properties is less than one. This parameter has been 
evaluated by conducting static bending test for the specimens.There is a reduction of 5 to 
10 % in flexural stiffness of layered mild steel and aluminum beams to that of identical 
solid beams. Moreover, the stiffness ratio of aluminum specimen is higher than that of 
steel specimen due to greater coefficient of friction of the former. 
7. From the theoretical analysis it is noted that inclusion of the joints increases 
damping and reduces natural frequency of the structure. The same effect is also noticed 
from experimental analysis. At lower modes of vibrations the difference of frequency is 
reasonably low. 
8. Surface roughness of contacting layers increases coefficient of friction ‘μ’ but 
decreases the microslip factor ‘α’’. In the analysis, the product α’.μ has been assumed to 
be a constant. Hence, surface roughness has no effect on damping of jointed structures 
and damping factor remains unaltered, even if there is variation of roughness at the 
interfaces. 
9. From the graph showing pressure distribution against thickness ratio it is observed 
that pressure increases with decrease of thickness ratio. The spacing between consecutive 
joints is less in case of structures with low thickness ratio which results in higher normal 
force; frictional force and energy dissipation. All these effects cause maximum damping 
in structures with low thickness ratio. 
10. A comparison of damping factor of a mild steel layered beam with that of a solid 
beam shows an increase of 50% in favor of layered beam. An increase of 50% is 
observed in case of aluminum composite beam compared to an identical solid beam. 
Damping factor is further increased by using more number of layers in a composite 
structure which happens for increased friction due to introduction of more number of 
friction surfaces and reduction in static stiffness. 
11. It is seen that damping capacity of aluminum is more than that of steel. This is 
attributed to lower bending stiffness and higher coefficient of friction between contacting 
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layers of aluminum specimen compared to those of steel specimens. The lower input 
strain energy and higher energy dissipation results in higher damping of aluminum. 
12. Manufacturing processes and accuracy influence the surface undulations, friction 
and microslip which are major parameters affecting damping and may vary from one 
joint to another. As a consequence, the joints and the jointed structure may exhibit non 
linear characteristics. However, the vibrations in the present case take place at lower 
amplitude and lower modes. Hence, linear vibration theory is applied. 
The dynamics and damping of composite riveted structures has been analyzed 
considering length of specimen, diameter of rivet, beam thickness, vibration amplitude 
and boundary constraints. The effect of these factors on dynamic and damping behavior 
of these structures have been presented below. 
a) Increase of length of specimen causes reduction in flexural stiffness and input strain 
energy and accommodates more number of rivets, resulting in higher overall dynamic 
slip and energy loss. The net effect of all these is to increase damping. Hence, the 
damping factor of longer specimen with considered boundary conditions increases. 
b) As stated earlier, vibrations of the system with higher amplitudes leads to more input 
strain energy and increased value of the product α.μ. However, the damping of the system 
reduces due to increase of amplitude. 
c) Use of larger diameter of rivets enhances the preload on rivets resulting in higher 
energy dissipation. Although, the flexural system decreases the increased diameter of 
rivets, damping factor of the structure increases. 
d) The combined thickness of layered beam influences damping significantly. There is an 
increase of bending stiffness due to higher overall thickness leading to higher energy. The 
vibration energy loss is also increased due to increase in natural frequency and the 
product “α.μ”. However, the rate of increase of input energy is more compared to energy 
loss which results in decrease of damping factor. 
Finally, it is concluded that the use of joints in assembled structures generates significant 
damping due to micro slip along the frictional interface thereby compensating the low 
inherent material damping of the structure. The influence of various factors on dynamics 
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and damping of rivet jointed layered structures with different boundary conditions have 
been presented in this chapter. A brief summary of influencing factors and their affects 


























7 Conclusion and scope for further work 
The present research work aims at evaluation and improvement of dynamic and damping 
characteristics of layered and rivets jointed structures with various boundary conditions. The 
background and prospective of work has been described in Chapter 1 and 2. To achieve the 
objective, conventional, numerical and experimental studies have been presented in Chapter 3, 4 
and 5 respectively. In chapter 6, interpretation of theoretical and experimental results and 
discussion on the results has been reported. The ongoing chapter provides a brief summary of the 
conclusions derived from the different aspects of analysis discussed in earlier chapters. The 
chapter concludes with discussions on the scope for further work in this research area. 
 
7.1 Conclusion 
The effect of various material and geometrical factors on dynamics and damping of 
jointed structures has been studied extensively. The dynamics of these structures has been 
analyzed for various boundary constraints. The damping has been estimated considering 
the influence of the variables such as interfacial pressure distribution, dynamic slip ratio, 
surface asperities, kinematic coefficient of friction, thickness ratio of beam layers, 
diameter of rivet etc. both theoretically and experimentally. 
1. Effect of boundary condition: 
The specimens are analyzed for fixed-fixed, fixed- simply supported and simply 
supported-simply supported boundary conditions. From the graphical presentation of 
results, it is observed that there is close agreement between theoretical and experimental 
results. As expected, modal frequencies for a specimen are lowest for simply supported 
simply supported ends and largest for fixed fixed ends and lie in between these two 
values for fixed simply supported end conditions. Damping factor is found to be more for 
simply supported simply supported edges compared to fixed fixed edges and that for 




2. Effect of Interface pressure: 
Interface pressure distribution varies with thickness ratio. It is maximum for thickness 
ratio 1.0.  As average pressure increases, the normal force and dissipated energy also 
increase. Therefore, damping is maximum for jointed structures with identical thickness 
of beam layers. 
3. Effect of dynamic slip ratio: 
The dynamic slip ratio is influenced by surface texture of the joint interface and is 
dependent on coefficient of friction. As its evaluation is complicated, it is important to 
consider the combined effect of dynamic slip ratio and coefficient of friction. It is 
observed that damping increases with the increase of the slip ratio. 
4. Effect of coefficient of friction: 
The shearing action between the layers gives rise to friction force that varies with preload 
on the rivet and coefficient of friction. It is shown that the energy is dissipated due to the 
frictional effect and is a function of both α and μ, which, are interdependent and show 
complex behavior under dynamic conditions. Hence, the product α.μ is assumed to be a 
constant single parameter and energy dissipation and damping increase with increase of 
the product of dynamic slip ratio and coefficient of friction. 
5. Effect of specimen length and modal frequencies: 
The flexural stiffness and modal frequencies of the specimen decrease with increase in its 
length. However, in longer specimens dynamic slip is higher as large number of rivets 
can be accommodated and energy dissipated is more. As a consequence, damping is more 
with increased length of specimens. 
6. Influence of layer thickness ratio: 
Energy dissipation is a complex process in jointed structures and is substantially 
influenced by interface pressure profile which in turn depends on thickness ratio. When 
thickness ratio is less, the width of beam and stiffness of beam are reduced. The strain 
energy stored in the system being less, damping in the system is increased. Hence, 
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maximum damping is achieved with structures having equal thickness of composite 
layers.  
7. Effect of amplitude of vibration: 
With increase of amplitude both the input strain energy and interfacial energy dissipation 
are increased. However, due to proportionately higher increase of strain energy the 
logarithmic decrement and damping factor are decreased. 
8. Effect of rivet diameter: 
The preload on the rivet increases with increase of rivet diameter. As a result, the normal 
force and energy dissipation are increased. On the other hand, the static flexural stiffness 
increases with increase of diameter of rivet which results in larger input of strain energy. 
Since, energy dissipation takes place at a higher rate compared to the strain energy, 
damping factor increases as a whole with increase in rivet diameter. 
9. Effect of number of rivet: 
More the number of rivets, larger the energy dissipated. This occurs due to increased 
number of friction interfaces. Hence, damping in the system is enhanced with more 
number of rivets. 
10. Effect of number of layers: 
With increase in number of layers the number of friction interfaces increase. This causes 
more dissipation of energy resulting in higher damping. 
11. Effect of overall beam thickness: 
Increase of overall thickness of beam causes increase in bending stiffness and input strain 
energy. However, the energy loss at the interfaces increases as the product α.μ increase 
due to greater natural frequency of vibration. As the input strain energy is increased at a 
higher rate compared to energy loss due to dissipation, there is net decrease in damping 
due to increase of overall structure thickness. 
As stated above, damping effects occur at the interfaces of layers of jointed structures and 
are significantly affected by the boundary constraints. From the present investigation, it is 
observed that natural frequencies calculated theoretically differ by 30% at the most form 
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experimental results and damping factor is within 8.5% of the corresponding 
experimental value. This is true for all boundary conditions of the beam. It may be 
summarized from the experimentally validated theoretical results that the damping 
effectiveness of rivet jointed built-up structures of longer specimens, larger diameter of 
rivets, lower total beam thickness, equal thickness ratio, more number of layers and larger 
number of rivets with low amplitudes of vibration can be significantly enhanced. 
The control of vibration of structures is an important basic requirement. The solid 
monolithic structures possess low inherent damping and are incapable of resisting 
vibrations. This leads to malfunctioning and reduction of life expectancy of structures. It 
is essential to maintain the vibration level low and increase life of structures by 
incorporating suitable damping mechanism. This has been a challenging task and subject 
of study for the designer, over the years. Considering these facts, it is of great importance 
to design structures which are not only robust and safe but also capable of preventing 
undesirable vibrations. The present study is primarily intended to determine dynamic and 
damping characteristic of jointed built-up structures, which have enormous application in 
machine tool and naval frame works, trusses, aircrafts, spacecrafts, bridges, machine 
components, robotic manipulators etc. 
On the whole, it is of great importance to predict dynamics and damping of assembled 
structures and to have knowledge of estimation of  damping capacity. For overcoming the 
unwanted and spurious effects of vibration and noise in composite beams with riveted 
connections and various boundary conditions, the following design criteria drawn from 
the present study are suggested: 
 Increasing the diameter of rivets 
 Increasing the length of beams 
 Using equally thick layers of beam 
 Decreasing overall thickness of beams 
 Decreasing the initial amplitude of motion 
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7.2 Scope for further work 
In the present investigation, the process and mechanism of damping has been 
demonstrated and the parameters affecting dynamics and damping of rivet jointed butting 
structures have been estimated and reported. However, sufficient scope exists for 
continuation and up gradation of present study. A host of work is to be carried out in the 
line of present study is envisaged as follows: 
 Dynamic and damping of jointed beams with elastic supports 
 Damping analysis of thick beams using Timoshenko beam theory 
 The damping analysis of layered and jointed beams of dissimilar materials 
 Beams with active damping 
 Analysis of beams with non linear properties 
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